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ABSTRACT
Geographically-separated people are now connected by smart de-
vices and networks to enjoy remote human interactions. However,
current online interactions are still confined in a virtual space. Ex-
tending the pure virtual interactions to the physical world requires
multidisciplinary research efforts, including sensing, robot con-
trol, networking, and kinematics mapping. This paper introduces a
remote motion-controlled robotic arm framework by integrating
these techniques, which allows a user to control a far-end robotic
arm simply by hand motions. In the meanwhile, the robotic arm
follows the user’s hand to perform tasks and sends back its live
states to the user in video stream. Furthermore, we explore using
cheap robotic arms and off-the-shelf motion capture devices to
facilitate the wide use of the platform in people’s daily life. No
professional knowledge is required from the user. Moreover, we
implement a testbed that connects two US states for the remote con-
trol study. We investigate different types of latency that affect the
user’s remote control experience and conduct comparative studies.
Results show that the current commercial motion capture device,
low-cost robotic arms and networks are already available to provide
physically-augmented remote human interactions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Smart devices connect geographically separated people through
the network and enable a multitude of daily activities to go remote,
including telecommuting, social networks, online shopping, web
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conferences, virtual classrooms, and remote diagnoses. The out-
break of the COVID-19 pandemic further boosts such a “Go Remote”
trend when the face-to-face social activities might be under a high
health risk. However, these remote human activities are still con-
strained in the virtual space with limited applications. There is an
imperative need for connecting virtual activities to the real world.

Remote real-time motion tracking has found a growing interest
in robotics for robot imitation control [1, 4]. Motion retargeting
is the essential and challenging part of real-time robot control
from human observations since humans and robots are dissimilar
in size, degrees-of-freedom (DOF), and dynamics and mechanical
limitations [3]. However, prior research on teleoperation systems
require to consider the hardware of very expensive robotic arm (e.g.,
$20, 000), which implies overwhelming high costs of development
and makes it unaffordable to home use.

In this paper, we aim at bringing cheap robotic arms to home to
enable physically-augmented online interactions between people.
We introduce a remote motion-controlled robotic arm framework as
illustrated in Figure 1, which allows users to control a remote-end
robotic arm simply by hand motions in real-time. Simultaneously,
the robotic arm executes the network transmitted commands to
follow the user’s hand and return visual feedback via video streams.
Thus, a control loop is formed between the user and the far-end
robotic arm for interactive control. However, a number of challenges
need to be addressed when the robotic arm control goes interactive
and remote. In particular, when a user controls a robotic arm with
hand motions, the sampling errors of the motion capture device
and the varying speeds of the human arm would cause the robotic
arm movement to be noisy and even easy to fail. Moreover, the
network traffic delays and transmission latency would cause the
far-end robot hard to perform real-time control tasks.

Our contributions are summarized as the following:

• Wedevelop a robotic arm framework using a low-cost robotic
arm and the off-the-shelf motion capture device to enable
remote real-time control over a Wide Area Network (WAN).
It shows the potential to provide physically-augmented ser-
vices to users with low cost and nonprofessional knowledge.

• A testbed bridging two US states (i.e., Oklahoma and
Louisiana with a distance over 600 miles) is built for es-
timating the availability of the remote motion-controlled
robot.
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Figure 1: Illustration of remote control. Figure 2: The remote-controlled robotic arm platform.

• We examine different types of latency that impact the user
experience and task performance. Moreover, we conduct a
comparison study between remote control and local replay.

2 SYSTEM DESIGN
Themain goal of this paper is to develop amotion-controlled robotic
arm platform using commodity devices and existing networks for
achieving physically-augmented remote human interaction. Fig-
ure 2 shows the low-cost platform built upon two ends (i.e., client
and server) connected by a WAN. The client captures the human
hand movements using a Leap Motion Controller and sends the
processed position data to the server via the WAN. The server then
transforms the received data into command sequences and pub-
lishes them to a PincherX 150 Robot Arm for task execution, whose
visual feedback is returned to the client via video streams. The PCs
at both ends are installed with Linux Ubuntu 18.04.

Client Design. By accessing the LEAP Motion API, the client
starts a listener that takes in the tracking data from the sensor.
When a hand is in view, the program takes the rolling average of
the palm center’s positions within the most recent three frames in
order to get an accurate position value for the robotic arm to use.
PX-150 has a work space that “a specification of the configurations
that the end-effector of the robot can reach” [2]. In order for the
PX-150 to configure into a correct position, we scale the position
values from the LEAP Motion Controller (e.g., 𝑥 , 𝑦, and 𝑧) into
position values that can be accepted by the PX-150 (e.g., 𝑥 , 𝑦, and 𝑧).
The processed data are written to a list and serialized into a JSON
string to be sent to the server over the web socket.

Server Design. Once the server has received the JSON string,
it deserializes the string back into a list. The list is then published
to the kinematics engine using the set-ee-pose-components method,
which is part of the arm library of the PX-150 that houses all of
the kinematics calculation data. If a successful path was found, it
will publish a list of angles for each of the servos to manipulate
the arm to achieve the desired end-effector position. If a path is
not found, it will return that the robot has failed to converge to
the specified position and will stay in the last position it reached.
The movements will continue so long as there maintains an active
connection between the server and the client computers.

3 PRELIMINARY RESULTS
We first conduct a statistical study about the control delay of our
system under four different connection configurations: 1) straight
connection (a connection with no web socket), 2) LAN connection
on the same computer, 3) LAN connection on different computers,
and 4) WAN connection across multiple states using a VPN. As
shown in Figure 3, the execution time under the straight connec-
tion and two LAN connections is mainly composed of the robot’s
movement time, which is around 0.018𝑠 , 0.05𝑠 , and 0.04𝑠 , respec-
tively. However, the main component of the execution time under
the WAN connection is the network delay, whose average is 0.052𝑠 ,
and the robot’s movement time is around 0.023𝑠 . In regard to the
total execution time, the straight connection achieves the shortest
time around 0.02𝑠 , the two LAN connections show a longer time
between 0.05𝑠 and 0.06s, and the WAN connection turns to have
the longest time around 0.08𝑠 .

We next compare the motions of the human hand and the remote-
controlled robot to study the effects of transmission and robot
execution on the motion trajectories. As we can observe in Figure 4,
when drawing a “S”, the robot trajectory is close to the human
hand trajectory, which indicates that the robot follows the human
movement well and the latency during the remote control has a
very slight impact on robot trajectory. On the other hand, although
the axes values are not differentiated, we can observe the robot
movement over time is not as smooth as human motion, and the
time shift is not constant for every frame, indicating the robot
executing speed is swinging in a small range.

4 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We developed a low-cost robotic arm platform with an off-the-shelf
motion capture device to enable remote real-time control over a
WAN. We studied its control delay performance under different
LAN/WAN connection configurations, and observed that the domi-
nant part of execution time for the WAN connection is the network
delay instead of the robot’s movement time. Experiments show that
the current cheap robotic arms and motion sensors are capable of
supporting physically-augmented remote human interactions. In
the future, we plan to further reduce the system’s execution time
by speeding up the robot’s movements and decreasing the overall
delays in the system. The current plan involves: 1) adopting the
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Figure 3: Average time to execute one iteration of the pro-
gram.

Figure 4: Latency between the robot and human in remote
control.

low-latency 5G networks to deploy the robotic arm platform, 2)
implementing a queue system in order for one thread to put the po-
sition data received from the client in the queue and utilize another
thread to retrieve data from the queue with a speed-up strategy to
execute movements on the robot at the cost of slight resolution loss,
and 3) constructing a 3D robot simulator for the client to reduce
video streaming delay.
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